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As recognized, adventure as competently as experience more or less lesson, amusement, as well as treaty can be gotten by just
checking out a book Its Perfectly Normal Changing Bodies Growing Up Sex And Sexual Health The Family Library then it is
not directly done, you could say you will even more approximately this life, roughly speaking the world.
We pay for you this proper as without diﬃculty as easy pretentiousness to get those all. We meet the expense of Its Perfectly Normal
Changing Bodies Growing Up Sex And Sexual Health The Family Library and numerous ebook collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc
research in any way. in the course of them is this Its Perfectly Normal Changing Bodies Growing Up Sex And Sexual Health The Family
Library that can be your partner.
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It's Perfectly Normal
A Book about Changing Bodies, Growing Up, Sex, and
Sexual Health
Candlewick Press (MA) Introduces human sexuality, describes the changes brought about by puberty, and discusses
sexual abuse, sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS, and pregnancy.

It's Perfectly Normal
Changing Bodies, Growing Up, Sex, and Sexual Health
Family Library (Paperback) Introduces human sexuality, describes the changes brought about by puberty, and
discusses sexual abuse, sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS, and pregnancy.

It's Perfectly Normal
A Book about Changing Bodies, Growing Up, Sex and
Sexual Health
Candlewick Press Introduces human sexuality, describes the changes brought about by puberty, and discusses sexual
abuse, sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS, and pregnancy.

It's Perfectly Normal
Changing Bodies, Growing Up, Sex, Gender, and Sexual
Health
Candlewick Press Fully and fearlessly updated, this vital new edition of the acclaimed book on sex, sexuality, bodies,
and puberty deserves a spot in every family’s library. With more than 1.5 million copies in print, It’s Perfectly Normal
has been a trusted resource on sexuality for more than twenty-ﬁve years. Rigorously vetted by experts, this is the
most ambitiously updated edition yet, featuring to-the-minute information and language accompanied by new and
refreshed art. Updates include: * A shift to gender-neutral vocabulary throughout * An expansion on LGBTQIA topics,
gender identity, sex, and sexuality—making this a sexual health book for all readers * Coverage of recent advances in
methods of sexual safety and contraception with corresponding illustrations * A revised section on abortion, including
developments in the shifting politics and legislation as well as an accurate, honest overview * A sensitive and detailed
expansion on the topics of sexual abuse, the importance of consent, and destigmatizing HIV/AIDS * A modern
understanding of social media and the internet that tackles rapidly changing technology to highlight its beneﬁts and
pitfalls and ways to stay safe online Inclusive and accessible, this newest edition of It’s Perfectly Normal provides
young people with the knowledge and vocabulary they need to understand their bodies, relationships, and identities in
order to make responsible decisions and stay healthy.
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It's So Amazing!
A Book about Eggs, Sperm, Birth, Babies, and Families
Candlewick Press “An outstanding book. . . . Meets the needs of those in-between or curious kids who are not ready,
developmentally or emotionally, for It’s Perfectly Normal.” —Booklist (starred review) How does a baby begin? What
makes a baby male or female? How is a baby born? Children have plenty of questions about reproduction and
babies—and about sex and sexuality, too. It’s So Amazing! provides the answers—with fun, accurate, comic-book-style
artwork and a clear, lively text that reﬂects the interests of children age seven and up in how things work, while giving
them a healthy understanding of their bodies. Created by the author and illustrator of It’s Perfectly Normal, this
forthright and funny book has been newly updated for its ﬁfteenth anniversary.

It's Not the Stork!
A Book about Girls, Boys, Babies, Bodies, Families and
Friends
Candlewick Press From the expert team behind IT'S PERFECTLY NORMAL and IT'S SO AMAZING! comes a book for
younger children about their bodies — a resource that parents, teachers, librarians, health care providers, and clergy
can use with ease and conﬁdence. Young children are curious about almost everything, especially their bodies. And
young children are not afraid to ask questions. What makes me a girl? What makes me a boy? Why are some parts of
girls' and boys' bodies the same and why are some parts diﬀerent? How was I made? Where do babies come from? Is it
true that a stork brings babies to mommies and daddies? IT'S NOT THE STORK! helps answer these endless and
perfectly normal questions that preschool, kindergarten, and early elementary school children ask about how they
began. Through lively, comfortable language and sensitive, engaging artwork, Robie H. Harris and Michael Emberley
address readers in a reassuring way, mindful of a child's healthy desire for straightforward information. Two
irresistible cartoon characters, a curious bird and a squeamish bee, provide comic relief and give voice to the full range
of emotions and reactions children may experience while learning about their amazing bodies. Vetted and approved by
science, health, and child development experts, the information is up-to-date, age-appropriate, and scientiﬁcally
accurate, and always aimed at helping kids feel proud, knowledgeable, and comfortable about their own bodies, about
how they were born, and about the family they are part of.

Let's Talk about Sex
A Book about Changing Bodies, Growing Up, Sex and
Sexual Health
Written for adolescents, this book provides frank, up-to-date abd reassuring information on all aspects of growing up,
puberty, sex and sexual health.

It's Perfectly Normal
Changing Bodies, Growing Up, Sex, and Sexual Health
(the Family Library)
What's in There?
All about You Before You Were Born
Candlewick Press A latest entry in the series that includes It's NOT the Stork! follows the adventures of young Gus and
Nellie, who watch their mother's pregnancy and anticipate the arrival of a new sibling while learning engaging facts
about how unborn babies develop.
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Who's in My Family?
All about Our Families
Candlewick Press Nellie and her little brother Gus discuss all kinds of families during a day at the zoo and dinner at
home with their relatives afterwards.

Somewhere
Candlewick Press A young girl and her father walk through familiar streets on a brilliant, sun-drenched day. When they
reach a park, the girl lets go of her father's hand. It is time for her to journey out on her own. As her father keeps
watch, she ﬁnds an unfamiliar place--an extraordinary forest that blooms around her, lush and larger than life. She
plays among gigantic leaves, discovers treasures, and thinks of how her father would love this place, too. She retraces
her steps to a happy reunion with her father and a recounting of her exploration.

The Warrior Challenge
8 Quests for Boys to Grow Up with Kindness, Courage,
and Grit
Random House Books for Young Readers "An illustrated handbook that teaches boys to accept their own vulnerability
and trust their heads, hearts, and souls"--

Who?
A Celebration of Babies
Abrams ?Who? A baby! That’s you, baby, you! That’s who! Who? explores the relationships babies form with the people
and things they love the most. The text’s repetitive verse and melodic voice will captivate babies and toddlers and
draw them into the sounds and images of the book.

The Art of Being Normal
A Novel
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR) David Piper has always been an outsider. His parents think he's gay. The school bully
thinks he's a freak. Only his two best friends know the real truth: David wants to be a girl. On the ﬁrst day at his new
school Leo Denton has one goal: to be invisible. Attracting the attention of the most beautiful girl in his class is
deﬁnitely not part of that plan. When Leo stands up for David in a ﬁght, an unlikely friendship forms. But things are
about to get messy. Because at Eden Park School secrets have a funny habit of not staying secret for long , and soon
everyone knows that Leo used to be a girl. As David prepares to come out to his family and transition into life as a girl
and Leo wrestles with ﬁguring out how to deal with people who try to deﬁne him through his history, they ﬁnd in each
other the friendship and support they need to navigate life as transgender teens as well as the courage to decide for
themselves what normal really means.

This Is How It Always Is
A Novel
Macmillan This is how a family keeps a secret...and how that secret ends up keeping them. This is how a family lives
happily ever after...until happily ever after becomes complicated. This is how children change...and then change the
world. When Rosie and Penn and their four boys welcome the newest member of their family, no one is surprised it’s
another baby boy. At least their large, loving, chaotic family knows what to expect. But Claude is not like his brothers.
One day he puts on a dress and refuses to take it oﬀ. He wants to bring a purse to kindergarten. He wants hair long
enough to sit on. When he grows up, Claude says, he wants to be a girl. Rosie and Penn aren’t panicked at ﬁrst. Kids
go through phases, after all, and make-believe is fun. But soon the entire family is keeping Claude’s secret. Until one
day it explodes. Laurie Frankel's This Is How It Always Is is a novel about revelations, transformations, fairy tales, and
family. And it’s about the ways this is how it always is: Change is always hard and miraculous and hard again;
parenting is always a leap into the unknown with crossed ﬁngers and full hearts; children grow but not always
according to plan. And families with secrets don’t get to keep them forever.
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It's Perfectly Normal
Changing Bodies, Growing Up, Sex, and Sexual Health
Turtleback Introduces human sexuality, describes the changes brought about by puberty, and discusses sexual abuse,
sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS, and pregnancy.

Turtle and Me
little bee books This charming story details the beautiful friendship between a boy and his plush toy turtle. Turtle and
Me is a charming story about the adventures a little boy has with his cuddly toy turtle. Over the years, Turtle gets
covered in spaghetti, splattered by mud, chewed by a puppy, and much more—but the boy still loves him. Turtle has
become his security blanket, as well as his best friend. But one day Turtle suﬀers a horrible rip that the boy can't
repair. The boy decides he doesn't need his old chewed up, sewn up, taped up, ripped up ragggedy turtle anymore. But
when he tries to sleep at night, he begins to think otherwise!

The Care and Keeping of You Journal 1
For Younger Girls
American Girl The companion to our bestselling book, The Care & Keeping of You, received its own all-new makeover!
This upated interactive journal allows girls to record their moods, track their periods, and keep in touch with their
overall health and well-being. Tips, quizzes, and checklists help girls understand and express what's happening to their
bodies - and their feelings about it.

Wait, What?
A Comic Book Guide to Relationships, Bodies, and
Growing Up
Limerence Press From Heather Corinna, founder and director of Scarleteen.com, and Isabella Rotman, cartoonist and
sex educator, comes a graphic novel guide that covers essential topics for preteens and young teens about their
changing bodies and feelings. Join friends Malia, Rico, Max, Sam and Alexis as they talk about all the weird and
exciting parts of growing up! This supportive group of friends are guides for some tricky subjects. Using comics,
activities and examples, they give encouragement and context for new and confusing feelings and experiences.
Inclusive of diﬀerent kinds of genders, sexualities, and other identities, they talk about important topics like: - Bodies,
including puberty, body parts and body image - Sexual and gender identity - Gender roles and stereotypes - Crushes,
relationships, and sexual feelings - Boundaries and consent - The media and cultural messages, speciﬁcally around
bodies and sex - How to be sensitive, kind, accepting, and mature - Where to look for more information, support and
help A fun and easy-to-read guide from expert sex educators that gives readers a good basis and an age-appropriate
start with sex, bodies and relationships education! The perfect complement to any school curriculum.

Girls Growing Up on the Autism Spectrum
What Parents and Professionals Should Know About the
Pre-Teen and Teenage Years
Jessica Kingsley Publishers 'This book is not only reassuring; it is inspiring, and bursting with ideas and achievable
strategies. The authors write with authority and conviction, and tackle even the most diﬃcult and delicate of topics. If
ever you needed to be convinced that girls with ASD can overcome the diﬃculties and challenges of puberty and
adolescence, have successful friendships and relationships and enjoy a healthy sexuality, then take the time to read
this book - it is a must-have for families, teachers and therapists alike.' -Sarah Attwood, author of Making Sense of
Sex: A Forthright Guide to Puberty, Sex and Relationships for People with Asperger's Syndrome Growing up isn't easy,
and the trials and tribulations of being a teenager can be particularly confusing for girls with Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASDs). This book covers all the concerns commonly faced by girls with ASDs and their parents, from periods
and puberty to worries over friendships and 'ﬁtting in'. Taking a good look at these adolescent issues, and many more,
within the context of speciﬁc areas of diﬃculty for girls with ASDs, the authors provide families with the knowledge
and advice they need to help their daughters - and the whole family - through the teenage years. This book addresses
core issues such as cognition, communication, behavior, sensory sensitivities, and social diﬃculties; it gives candid
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and realistic advice on a wide range of important teenage topics. Providing professional perspectives alongside
personal experiences from mothers, daughters and educators, this is a unique and indispensible guide for families and
their daughters with ASDs, as well as the teachers and professionals who work with them.

Once Upon a Forest
Random House Studio This gorgeous picture book follows a helpful marmot trying to save a forest recovering after a
wildﬁre. Perfect for teaching children to practice kindness while developing an appreciation for animals and the earth.
After a ﬁre leaves the forest smoldering, a determined marmot and her resourceful bird friend set oﬀ on a rescue
mission in this beautifully illustrated, wordless story. They clear away fallen branches and scorched bushes. They rake
and dig and plant new seedlings in the earth. With determination and ingenuity, as the seasons pass, they care for the
little trees by making sure they have enough water, protect their branches from the wind and snow, and keep away
hungry creatures, until the trees can thrive on their own. With a little time, care, and hope we all can help the earth.

Bunk 9's Guide to Growing Up
Secrets, Tips, and Expert Advice on the Good, the Bad,
and the Awkward
Workman Publishing Company CONGRATS! YOU HAVE FOUND “THE BOOK”! Filled with facts, tips, advice, and
illustrations, BUNK 9’S GUIDE TO GROWING UP is the girl-powered puberty book you’ll actually want to read. Written in
the voice of the counselors in training at the ﬁctional Camp Silver Moon, it’s like having your best friend or older sister
share everything there is to know about being comfortable in your changing body. From periods, bras, and hormones
to nutrition, exercise, and sleep—to crushes, that ﬁrst kiss, and ALL the feels—it’s the head-to-toe guide to not only
surviving puberty but totally, 100% owning it! GUARD THIS BOOK WITH YOUR LIFE AND USE ITS SECRETS WISELY. The
Top Three Tips for the Best Puberty Ever A Field Guide to Breasts Acne: Self-Care and Skin Care The ‘No-Smell’ Basics
Rocking Your First Period Why Sleep? Boys: They’re Changing, Too Crushing It

What's So Yummy?
All about Eating Well and Feeling Good
Let's Talk about You and Me Gus, Nellie, and baby Jake visit their community garden before shopping at the farmer's
market and grocery store to gather healthy ingredients that they help prepare for a picnic, in a story that explains the
role of nutrition in health.

Sex is a Funny Word
A Book about Bodies, Feelings, and YOU
Seven Stories Press 2016 Winner of the Norma Fleck Award for Canadian Children’s Non-Fiction 2016 ALA Stonewall
Book Award, Honor Book 2016 ALA Notable Children's Book A comic book for kids that includes children and families of
all makeups, orientations, and gender identities, Sex Is a Funny Word is an essential resource about bodies, gender,
and sexuality for children ages 8 to 10 as well as their parents and caregivers. Much more than the "facts of life" or
“the birds and the bees," Sex Is a Funny Word opens up conversations between young people and their caregivers in a
way that allows adults to convey their values and beliefs while providing information about boundaries, safety, and
joy. The eagerly anticipated follow up to Lambda-nominated What Makes a Baby, from sex educator Cory Silverberg
and artist Fiona Smyth, Sex Is a Funny Word reimagines "sex talk" for the twenty-ﬁrst century.

There's No Place Like Home...for sex education
Lulu.com Young people's natural questions, behaviors and curiosities around sexuality create some of life's awkward
and challenging moments for parents. Yet these opportunities invite parents to have important conversations - to
share personal values, beliefs, and age-appropriate information with their children. There's No Place Like Home... for
Sex Education oﬀers a friendly and practical guide for having these conversations with conﬁdence, comfort, and
humor, from the experts at Planned Parenthood of Southwestern Oregon. Mary Gossart has worked in the ﬁeld of
health and sexuality education since 1975. As the Vice President of Education and Training at Planned Parenthood of
Southwestern Oregon, and more importantly as a mom and "Grammy," she supports families in having honest,
intentional communication about sexuality.
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World Social Report 2020
Inequality in a Rapidly Changing World
United Nations This report examines the links between inequality and other major global trends (or megatrends), with
a focus on technological change, climate change, urbanization and international migration. The analysis pays particular
attention to poverty and labour market trends, as they mediate the distributional impacts of the major trends selected.
It also provides policy recommendations to manage these megatrends in an equitable manner and considers the policy
implications, so as to reduce inequalities and support their implementation.

The Giver
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he will receive
a life assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals the
dark secrets behind the utopian facade.

A Bear Grylls Adventure 11: The Arctic Challenge
Bonnier Zaﬀre Ltd. The eleventh in the fun 12-book collectible series for young readers from survival expert and Chief
Scout BEAR GRYLLS. Joe gets on well with everyone, enjoys camp and all the activities and is always up for a challenge.
But he has a big problem with remembering directions and following instructions. When he gets a mysterious compass
from a friend, he sets oﬀ on an adventure with Bear Grylls in the freezing cold Arctic tundra, where knowing where
you're going is crucial to survival... Each book in this fun new 12-book series from BEAR GRYLLS follows a diﬀerent
child on the outdoor activity camp. Once they are given the magical compass, they meet the inspirational adventurer in
an amazing place and learn new skills and facts they can take with them back to their real life.

Parenting Matters
Supporting Parents of Children Ages 0-8
National Academies Press Decades of research have demonstrated that the parent-child dyad and the environment of
the familyâ€"which includes all primary caregiversâ€"are at the foundation of children's well- being and healthy
development. From birth, children are learning and rely on parents and the other caregivers in their lives to protect
and care for them. The impact of parents may never be greater than during the earliest years of life, when a child's
brain is rapidly developing and when nearly all of her or his experiences are created and shaped by parents and the
family environment. Parents help children build and reﬁne their knowledge and skills, charting a trajectory for their
health and well-being during childhood and beyond. The experience of parenting also impacts parents themselves. For
instance, parenting can enrich and give focus to parents' lives; generate stress or calm; and create any number of
emotions, including feelings of happiness, sadness, fulﬁllment, and anger. Parenting of young children today takes
place in the context of signiﬁcant ongoing developments. These include: a rapidly growing body of science on early
childhood, increases in funding for programs and services for families, changing demographics of the U.S. population,
and greater diversity of family structure. Additionally, parenting is increasingly being shaped by technology and
increased access to information about parenting. Parenting Matters identiﬁes parenting knowledge, attitudes, and
practices associated with positive developmental outcomes in children ages 0-8; universal/preventive and targeted
strategies used in a variety of settings that have been eﬀective with parents of young children and that support the
identiﬁed knowledge, attitudes, and practices; and barriers to and facilitators for parents' use of practices that lead to
healthy child outcomes as well as their participation in eﬀective programs and services. This report makes
recommendations directed at an array of stakeholders, for promoting the wide-scale adoption of eﬀective programs
and services for parents and on areas that warrant further research to inform policy and practice. It is meant to serve
as a roadmap for the future of parenting policy, research, and practice in the United States.

Supercool Puberty Book for Girls Ages 9-12
Growing Up and Sex Education Guide For 8 - 12 Year
Olds
American girls undergoes lots Puberty changes. although this is common to millions of young girls, the changes each
person experiences is unique.The Supercool menstrual cycle book for girls ages 8-12 book will help you understand
how to handle this changes.When you order a copy of the supercool period book for girls, the author explained in
simple language with pictures.Find out everything girls need to know about breasts and bras, their period, hair here
and there, feelings and friends, and so much more. Your body is special and unique .! Supercool ways expressed have
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been medically proven to yeild results. and its among the top bestsellers puberty books for girls ages 8, 9, 10, and
above. In this book you will ﬁnd questions and answers that girls have about puberty. if you are an american girl then
read this sex education guide. Facts about your body and what to expect when you are on your period. NoW You can
read this book with your parents.(dad and mum) be informed and be empowered for change. Parents, school teachers
and Guidian Counsellors will also ﬁnd this book useful. ORDER A COPY now click the buy now button and see amazing
results .

Guy Stuﬀ
The Body Book for Boys
American Girl Publishing Incorporated A real pediatrician and the author of the bestselling Care & Keeping of You
series provides tips, how-tos, and facts about boys' changing bodies that will help them take care of themselves. Full
color.

The Men's Health and Women's Health Big Book of Sex
Your Authoritative, Red-Hot Guide to the Sex of Your
Dreams
Rodale Books Good health and a ﬁt body are inextricably entwined with great sex. On a physical level, ﬁtness makes
one a more attractive and skilled lover. On an emotional level, studies show that body image plays a key role in sexual
desire and satisfaction. Research has linked a healthy sex life to lower risks of cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
depression, and obesity. Based on the latest research on sexual health, behavioral psychology, ﬁtness, and nutrition,
The Men's Health and Women's Health Big Book of Sex is brimming with useful tips, exercise photos, practical
sidebars, and more. The two-sided book also features the Better-Sex Workout, the Better-Sex Diet, a Trouble-Shooter's
Guide to Sexual Health, and Q&A columns from the Men's Health "Girl Next Door" and Women's Health "Guy Next Door"
and leading sexual health experts.

Touchpoints-Three to Six
Da Capo Press For decades, new parents have relied on Dr. Brazelton's wisdom. But all "Brazelton babies" grow up.
Now at last, the internationally famous pediatrician, in collaboration with an eminent child psychiatrist, has brought
his unique insights to the "magic" preschool and ﬁrst-grade years.Through delightful proﬁles of four very diﬀerent
children, the authors apply the touchpoints theory (following the pattern of growth-new challenge-reegressionrecharging-and renewed growth) to each of the great cognitive, behavioral, and emotional leaps that occur from age
three to six. In the second, alphabetical, half of the book they oﬀer precious guidance to parents facing contemporary
pressures and stresses, such as how to keep a child safe without instilling fear, countering the electronic barrage of
violent games and marketing aimed at children, coping successfully with varied family conﬁgurations, over-scheduling,
competition, and many other vital issues today. A Merloyd Lawrence Book

Asking About Sex and Growing Up
A Question-and-Answer Book for Boys and Girls
Harper Collins Uses a question-and-answer format to present sex information for preteens.

It's Perfectly Normal
A Book about Changing Bodies, Growing Up, Sex, and
Sexual Health
Candlewick Press (MA) Introduces human sexuality, describes the changes brought about by puberty, and discusses
sexual abuse, sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS, and pregnancy.

Who Has What?
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All about Girls' Bodies and Boys' Bodies
Candlewick Press The trusted, New York Times best-selling author of It's Perfectly Normal presents the ﬁrst in a
charming and reassuring new picture book series for preschoolers that answers questions that many children ask
about themselves and their friends in an entertaining and straightforward way.

Let's Talk about where Babies Come from
A Book about Eggs, Sperm, Birth, Babies and Families
This book covers all the main areas - babies, reproduction, bodies, genes, growing up, love, and health. The
information is imparted with humorous commentary from an inquisitive bird and a squeamish bee together with
cartoon-strip illustrations

What's Happening to Me? (Boys)
For tablet devices
Usborne Publishing Ltd Growing up is a whole lot easier if you have some idea what to expect. This book describes
exactly what will happen to your body in a straightforward, easy-to-understand way, and it explains some of your
feelings too - all you need to know for this important time in your life. This is a highly illustrated ebook that can only
be read on the Kindle Fire or other tablet. "Look no further: the What's Happening to Me? books are nothing short of
brilliant. They aim to help children aged nine and above understand bodily changes and they do this extremely well...
Reading these books will help young people to become more self-assured and feel more comfortable talking about
their concerns.Adolescent boys will ﬁnd this book answers a lot of their questions and help them to worry less about
the changes taking over their bodies. Reading these books will help young people to become more self-assured and
feel more comfortable talking about their concerns. " - John Dabell, TES Magazine

Celebrate Your Body (and Its Changes, Too!)
The Ultimate Puberty Book for Girls
Independently Published A body-positive guide to help girls ages 8 to 12 navigate the changes of puberty Puberty can
be a diﬃcult time for a young girl―and it's natural not to know who (or what) to ask. Celebrate Your Body is a
reassuring entry into puberty books for girls that encourages girls to face puberty with excitement and empowerment.
From period care to mysterious hair in new places, this age-appropriate sex education book has the answers you're
looking for―in a way you can relate to. Covering everything from bras to braces, this body-positive top choice in books
about puberty for girls oﬀers friendly guidance and support when you need it most. In addition to tips on managing
intense feelings, making friends, and more, you'll get advice on what to eat and how to exercise so your body is
healthy, happy, and ready for the changes ahead. Puberty explained―Discover what happens, when it happens, and
why your body (and mind) is amazing in every way. Social skills―Learn how to stand up to peer pressure, stay safe on
social media, and keep the right kind of friends. Self-care tips―Choose the right foods, exercises, and sleep schedule
to keep your changing body at its best with advice you won't ﬁnd in other puberty books for girls. This inclusive option
in puberty books for girls is the ultimate guide to facing puberty with conﬁdence.

Wolfpack (Young Readers Edition)
Roaring Brook Press In this young readers adaptation of her #1 New York Times bestselling book, two-time Olympic
gold medalist and FIFA World Cup champion Abby Wambach inspires the next generation to ﬁnd their voice, unite their
pack, and change the world. From rising young star to co-captain of the 2015 Women’s World Cup Champion team,
Abby Wambach’s impressive career has shown her what it truly means to be a champion. Whether you’re leading from
the bench or demanding the ball on the ﬁeld, real success comes when you harness your inner strength, forge your
own path, and band together with your team. Updated with stories that trace her journey from youth soccer to the hall
of fame, this young readers adaptation of Abby’s instant bestseller Wolfpack is for the next generation of wolves ready
to change the game.
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